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Current Transport Mechanism for Heavy-Ion Degraded SiC MOSFETs
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Abstract—High sensitivity of SiC power MOSFETs has been observed under heavy ion irradiation, leading to permanent increase of drain and gate leakage currents. Electrical post-irradiation analysis confirmed the degradation of the gate oxide and the blocking capability of the devices. At low drain bias, the leakage path forms between drain and gate, while at higher bias the heavy ion induced leakage path is mostly from drain to source. An electrical model is proposed to explain the current transport mechanism for heavy-ion degraded SiC power MOSFETs.

Index Terms—SiC power MOSFETs, heavy ion irradiation, gate leakage, single event effects.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wide band-gap semiconductor, such as silicon-carbide (SiC) are very attractive for power devices due to their physical properties. The wide energy bandgap of 3.23 eV (4H SiC at room temperature) allows SiC devices to operate at high voltage, high temperatures and switching frequencies while achieving lower conduction losses in comparison to silicon [1], [2]. SiC devices are expected to be used in harsh environments, indeed it is considered as promising technology for space and accelerator applications, such as the injection kicker pulse generator for the Future Circular Collider [3].

Recently, various studies were performed to investigate the radiation tolerance of SiC devices. High sensitivity has been noticed under heavy ion irradiation and a unique Single Event Effect (SEE) phenomenon has been observed in plain Schottky diodes, junction barrier Schottky diodes [4], [5] and SiC power MOSFETs [6], [7]. While silicon-based power MOSFETs typically directly experience catastrophic failure such as Single Event Gate Rupture (SEGR) or Single Event Burnout (SEB). SiC power MOSFETs, instead, are shown to exhibit three characteristic regions as a function of the drain-source bias conditions during the exposure, as visible in Fig. 1 [6].

The first non-destructive region occurs at low bias voltages. In this region, the ion-induced charge is collected with a similar multiplication mechanism as in Si MOSFETs and no permanent damage is observed in the device. The second region occurs at higher bias, where a unique phenomenon is observed for SiC devices, causing permanent degradation resulting in increased leakage currents with increasing heavy ion fluence. The damage is not catastrophic, but the device operation may become limited. In the third region, at sufficiently high bias, a SEB occurs leading to a catastrophic failure of the device. The mechanism triggering the SEB in SiC MOSFETs is still under study. Different hypotheses have been formulated. Witulski et al. [7] investigated the SEB through experimental measurements and TCAD simulations. Their work concludes that at sufficiently high current generated by the ion strike and applied bias, the parasitic bipolar junction transistor (BJT) which is an intrinsic part of the device structure, turns on, resulting in the catastrophic SEB. This mechanism is very similar to the SEB in silicon-based power MOSFETs.

In the same work, experimental measurements of SEB threshold voltages versus heavy-ions LET for 1200 V SiC MOSFETs are reported and compared with previous results based on the works of Mizuta et al. [6] and Lauenstein et al. [8]. In their work, all the MOSFETs exhibit catastrophic failure at bias voltage significantly lower than the rated 1200 V when exposed to heavy ions with LET values above 10 MeV/(mg/cm²). Conversely, at LET values below 10 MeV/(mg/cm²), SEB occurs at higher voltages and the region for ion-induced degradation (region 2 above) becomes narrower. Finally, at very low LET values, there is a direct transition from region 1 to region 3 as drain bias is increased, hence no permanent non-destructive leakage current increase is observed for light ions, including protons.
Shoji et al. studied the neutron-induced SEB in SiC power diodes [9] and SiC power MOSFETs [10] through experiments and TCAD simulations, concluding, differently, that an SEB can occur in a diode structure without activating the parasitic npn transistor. They claim that the catastrophic failure occurs due to a shift in the peak electric field in the n-drift/n+ interface and punch-through of the electric field to the cathode at the device surface. Through TCAD simulations, Shoji et al. demonstrated similar mechanism in SiC power MOSFETs as a shift in the peak electric field and a punch-through at the n+ source diffusion region.

Additionally, Asai et al. [11] performed studies with neutrons, concluding that there exists no consistent difference in SEB tolerance between SiC diodes and SiC MOSFETs and that the conventional SEB mechanisms developed in Si MOSFETs, such as parasitic bipolar transistor and tunneling assisted avalanche multiplication mechanism, may be suppressed in SiC devices [12].

For SiC MOSFETs the previous studies have mostly concentrated on the SEB and the permanent increase in the drain leakage. The ion-induced gate damage (such as SEGR) in these devices has not been previously discussed in that detail. For silicon power MOSFETs instead, the ion-induced effect in the gate oxide has been studied quite widely previously [13]. For SEGR the mechanism has been concluded as following. The primary ionizing ion generates electron-hole-pairs along the path through the oxide and the semiconductor, creating a track of ionized plasma in the active layer of the device. For an n-type device in off-state with a positive V_DS, electrons move towards the drain (in VD-MOSFETs represented by the backside substrate and contact), while a high concentration of holes is created at the Si/SiO₂ interface. Mirror charges are then induced at the gate and this creates a transient field across the oxide in addition to the applied field [14] [15]. Furthermore, the critical field required for the oxide breakdown is thought to be decreased by the ionization within the oxide induced by the impinging particle. The oxide response in Si power MOSFETs was described for the first time in [16].

A detailed description of SEGR mechanisms caused by heavy ions in Si Power MOSFETs is given in [17]. The important ion beam characteristics for inducing SEGR are the Linear Energy Transfer (LET) and the total energy deposited in the epitaxial layer (including the epi/substrate interface region).

Finally, three different types of SEGR modes have been proposed for Si power MOSFETs [18]; the micro-break, the thermal runaway and the avalanche breakdown. The proposed model for an enhanced gate current associated with a micro-break is that oxide defects from displacement damage caused by the ion hit create a significant number of damage sites at which there is a reduced potential barrier, permitting the tunneling of electrons from trapping sites in the oxide into the conduction band.

In this paper, we focus on the second region of degradation as shown in Fig.1, investigating the permanent non-catastrophic damage observed in SiC power MOSFETs during heavy ion irradiations. The results from the irradiation experiment and the electrical analysis are reported and discussed. The degradation rates were also calculated for all the tested devices and observed to be independent on the prior degradation. Finally, a mechanism describing the radiation induced leakage paths within the device structure is proposed and combined with simulations using an equivalent circuit to model this leakage.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Experimental Setup

The heavy ion experiments were performed at the RA DIation Effects Facility (RADEF) in the Accelerator Laboratory of the University of Jyväskylä, Finland. Three types of 4H-SiC MOSFETs from the manufacturer Cree/Wolfspeed, available as bare die (CPM2-1200-0025B, CPM2-1200-0080B, and CPM2-1200-0160B), were selected as devices under test (DUTs). All three DUTs are rated for V_DS = 1200 V, but differ in R_DS(on) (25 mΩ, 80 mΩ, and 160 mΩ, respectively). All three types of devices are of the 2nd generation, and the different R_DS(on) have been achieved by adjusting the active area in the die. This work discusses mostly the results for the 80 mΩ irradiations.

Bare die were used in order to directly expose the chip surface to the beam to allow sufficient penetration of the heavy ions through the sensitive layers of the device, without being stopped in the package materials.

The die were mounted on custom FR-4 carrier boards with gold (ENIG) surface using standard SAC 305 solder paste. While the drain connection was made by the large soldered bottom pad, the gate and source were connected by aluminum wire bonds with 300 µm diameter. To minimize shadowing by the wires, only a single source wire was used. Each board housed 5 die individually biased with BNC connectors for gate and drain. Keithley Source Measure Unit models 2636 (two channels, up to 200V) and 2410 (one channel, up to 1100V) were used for biasing gate and drain respectively.

TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ion</th>
<th>Energy [MeV]</th>
<th>Energy/ nucleon [MeV/amu]</th>
<th>LET@surface [MeV/mg/cm²]</th>
<th>Range SiO₂ [µm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>⁵⁶Fe²⁺</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>9.33</td>
<td>20.05</td>
<td>65.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⁶⁶Kr²⁺</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>9.36</td>
<td>33.75</td>
<td>63.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>¹³³Xe²⁺</td>
<td>1217</td>
<td>9.29</td>
<td>62.39</td>
<td>61.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 2. Bragg curves as function of the penetration depth with SiC.](image-url)
B. Heavy Ion Irradiation Tests

The boards were mounted in a vacuum chamber and the die exposed to a fluence of 1x10⁶ ions/cm² during the test runs, while bias voltages were kept constant. The heavy ion species used during the test were ¹³¹Xe⁹⁵, ⁸²Kr²², and ⁵⁶Fe¹⁵⁺, with an energy per nucleon of ~ 9.3 MeV/amu. The ion characteristics during the test runs, while bias voltages were kept constant.

The ion LET versus the penetration depth in SiC was estimated with an uncertainty of +10%. The Bragg curves for each ion species used in the tests are reported in Fig. 2. The epitaxial layer is highlighted in the figure by vertical dashed lines and it extends from 5 µm until 18 µm from the die surface. This confirms that the energy deposition is well defined within the active layer and the ions penetrate deep enough in the device structure to meet the worst-case energy deposition criterion as discussed in [20]. The main source of uncertainty is due to the fluence measurement and, in general, for the RADEF facility an error of +10% is considered.

C. Degradation Rate and Post Irradiation Analysis

The die were irradiated at different V_DS bias conditions and the drain and gate leakage currents were measured during the exposure. The degradation rate is defined as the difference between the leakage current measured at the end of the run (after exposure to the beam) and at the beginning of it (before exposure) normalized by the fluence and the active area of the die. The active area was calculated from the microscope images as the metallized area subtracted with the gate pad and the gate conductors. The shadowing effect due to the bond wires was estimated, obtaining an active area of 19.92 mm² for the 25 mΩ, 5.74 mm² for the 80 mΩ and 2.75 mm² for the 160 mΩ die.

Moreover, electrical analysis of the die was performed before and after the irradiation at the Advanced Power Semiconductor Laboratory (APS) at ETH Zurich, using a wafer probe station MPI TS200-HP connected with a measurement equipment Keithley PCT-4B.

III. RESULTS

A. Current Measurements During Irradiation

Drain and gate leakage currents were monitored during the exposure of the DUTs. If the device degradation was not severe at the end of the run, the V_DS was increased, while V_GS was kept constant at 0 V. At sufficiently high V_DS bias, the same increase in absolute value of the drain and the gate leakage currents were observed during the exposure. The threshold drain-source voltage to observe degradation was determined at V_DSIRR = 300 V, 200 V and 120 V during the irradiation with ⁵⁶Fe¹⁵⁺, ⁸²Kr²² and ¹³¹Xe⁹⁵ respectively. Fig. 3 presents the absolute values of I_D and I_G as a function of exposure time for two pristine 80 mΩ DUTs irradiated at V_GS = 300 V with ⁵⁶Fe¹⁵⁺ (a) and ¹³¹Xe⁹⁵ (b). Each step in the current is caused by a single
incident ion. For $^{131}$Xe$^{+35}$ the individual steps are less distinguishable due to high ion flux with respect to the speed of the current monitoring, hence only linear increase in leakage with increasing ion fluence is observed.

Conversely, during the runs at $V_{DS\text{irr}} \geq 350\, \text{V}$, with all the devices and all the ions, the drain leakage was observed to increase at higher rate than the gate leakage. This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 3 (c, d) by showing the $^{56}$Fe$^{+15}$ and $^{131}$Xe$^{+35}$ results respectively, but the same trend was measured also with $^{82}$Kr$^{+22}$ which has an intermediate LET. From the tests it is observed that the ion-induced leakage path is from drain to gate for $V_{DS\text{irr}} \leq 350\, \text{V}$, while at higher irradiation bias the leakage current is divided between drain-gate and drain-source paths, as discussed in more details below.

B. Post-Irradiation measurements at RADEF and prior degradation effect

The drain and gate leakage were measured promptly after each run in absence of the beam, sweeping $V_{DS}$ from 0 V to 1000 V with $V_{GS} = 0\, \text{V}$ and $V_{GS}$ from 0 V to 5 V with $V_{DS} = 1\, \text{V}$ respectively. Permanent damage was observed in the post characteristics for devices tested with bias voltages above the degradation threshold. For all the DUTs the gate was permanently damaged and the blocking capability of the device degraded with increased $V_{DS\text{irr}}$ during the test. In general, no latent defect damage was observed. If there was no damage during the exposure, it was not measured as well during the post-irradiation stressing the DUTs up to $V_{GS} = 5\, \text{V}$.

In Fig. 4 the $I_D$ and $I_C$ as a function of $V_{DS}$, measured after each run, are shown for two 80 m$\Omega$ DUTs exposed to multiple irradiations with $^{56}$Fe$^{+15}$ (a) and $^{131}$Xe$^{+35}$ (b) beams. The history of the consecutive exposures is shown on the graph as $V_{DS\text{irr}}$. In the case of $^{56}$Fe$^{+15}$ the die was exposed also at $V_{DS\text{irr}} = 340\, \text{V}$, 360 $\text{V}$, but the results are not shown here in order to have a more readable graph. The data for $^{82}$Kr$^{+22}$ are also not presented here, but they are consistent with the results reported for $^{56}$Fe$^{+15}$ and $^{131}$Xe$^+$. These measurements confirm the trend that was already observed during the irradiation. Indeed, it is clearly visible that for the DUTs exposed to the beams at $V_{DS\text{irr}} < 350\, \text{V}$, the observed drain and gate leakages are due to a direct path between drain and gate, as confirmed by the equal leakage currents ($|I_D| = |I_C|$). Conversely, for the DUTs irradiated at $V_{DS\text{irr}} \geq 350\, \text{V}$, the drain and gate currents are equal at low $V_{DS}$ values, but at higher $V_{DS}$ the current starts to flow from drain to source through the channel ($|I_D| > |I_C|$). The effect depends on the applied drain-source bias during the irradiation and on the ion LET values. Although the results are not discussed in this work, the same mechanism was observed also during the irradiation of the 25 m$\Omega$ and 160 m$\Omega$ die of the 2nd Generation Cree/Wolfpeed, which have different active area, but the same vertical cell structure.

Most of the tests were performed exposing the same DUT to consecutive irradiation runs. In order to analyse the effect of the degradation induced by the previous irradiations at lower voltage, the test was repeated with $^{56}$Fe$^{+15}$ and $^{131}$Xe$^{+35}$ beams using pristine die and exposing them for a single run at $V_{DS\text{irr}} = 300\, \text{V}$ and $V_{DS\text{irr}} \geq 350\, \text{V}$. Three DUTs were selected for the analysis with $^{131}$Xe$^{+35}$: DUT 1 was exposed to $^{131}$Xe$^{+35}$ at $V_{DS\text{irr}} = 120\, \text{V}$, 170 $\text{V}$, 300 $\text{V}$, 350 $\text{V}$ (same die as in Fig. 4 (b)).
D1: 80 mΩ - Fe - VGS=300V
D2: 80 mΩ - Fe - VDS=350V
D3: 80 mΩ - Kr - VGS=350V
D4: 80 mΩ - Xe - VDS=350V

Fig. 5. (a) $I_{DS}$ measurements for irradiated devices in comparison with a reference measurement of a CPM2-1200-0080B die. (b) $I_{DS}$ measurements for irradiated devices in comparison with a reference measurement of a CPM2-1200-0080B die. (c) $I_{DS}$ measurements for irradiated devices in comparison with a reference measurement of a CPM2-1200-0080B die.

while DUT 2 and DUT 3 were exposed only for a single run at $V_{DS_{IRR}} = 300$ V and $V_{GS} \geq 350$ V respectively. Similarly it was done for $^{56}$Fe$^{+15}$, but the second pristine die was exposed to $V_{DS_{IRR}} = 370$ V. All the irradiations were done with a fluence of $10^{9}$ ion/cm$^2$.

In Fig. 4 (c, d, e) the measurements are shown for the DUTs irradiated with $^{131}$Xe$^{+35}$. It is clearly visible in Fig. 4 (e) that the same characteristics are observed for the device already degraded as for the pristine die exposed to a single run. This result confirms that the current path within a degraded device is not affected by the prior damage history of the device, but it depends only on the drain-source bias during the irradiation ($V_{DS_{IRR}}$). Moreover, in Fig. 4 (d) it can be seen that the transfer characteristics for the irradiated die are still comparable with the reference values (i.e. DUT 1 is used as reference example and the difference is mostly caused by part-to-part variation). For DUT3 the transfer characteristics differs from that of the other devices probably because of some electrical stress induced effects during the post characterization. Finally, the body diode characteristic are presented in Fig. 4 (e). Here again the leakage path through the gate is evident at the lower $V_{DS}$ values where $|I_D| = |I_G|$, while at sufficiently high reverse voltage, the diode characteristics become dominant and the path is then through the body and it is comparable with the reference measurements for the pristine device (the differences are caused by part-to-part variation). The measurements for $^{56}$Fe$^{+15}$ confirm the same trend, concluding that no induced effect on the current path within a heavy ion degraded die was observed due to the prior irradiation history.

C. Post-Irradiation analysis.

After the irradiation tests, some of the die were electrically characterized at the APS Laboratory at ETH Zurich using a wafer probe station and measuring simultaneously the $I_{DS}$, $I_{DS}$ and $I_{GS}$. The results in this section compare measurements of 3 DUTs tested at $V_{DS_{IRR}} \geq 350$ V with $^{56}$Fe$^{+15}$, $^{88}$Kr$^{+22}$ and $^{131}$Xe$^{+35}$ and a DUT tested at $V_{DS_{IRR}} = 300$ V with $^{56}$Fe$^{+15}$. For the latter DUT, the testing was stopped after the first exposure that induced degradation in the die, with only a single visible step in the drain and gate leakage.

In Fig. 5 (a) the gate leakage current measurements of the 4 DUTs in comparison with a reference measurement of a pristine CPM2-1200-0080B die are shown. It confirms that the gate oxide was heavily damaged during the irradiations and that the degradation is higher with increasing LET and drain-source bias voltage. Moreover, to not induce further damage in the device, the maximum measurable current was $I_G = 10^{-7}$ A. This value was reached at lower $V_{GS}$ with increasing damage.

The current analysis presented in Fig. 5 (b) was performed increasing $V_{DS}$ until a drain current threshold level of 1mA was reached. In this case also the source current $I_S$ was measured, confirming the different current paths in devices tested at $V_{DS_{IRR}} = 300$ V and $V_{DS_{IRR}} \geq 350$ V, as discussed earlier.

Similar analysis is reported in Fig. 5 (c) as a function of $V_{GS}$ with $V_{DS} = 1$ V. At low $V_{GS}$, the drain current flows from drain to gate, while at higher $V_{GS}$ it flows from drain to source. This leads to the conclusion that the channel can still be controlled at $V_{GS}$ below the $V_{GS}$ breakdown voltage, although the gate leakage is very high. Hence, the assumption that the $I_D$ is flowing through the channel and not through the base part of the MOSFET is confirmed.

D. Degradation Rate

The degradation rates as a function of the drain-source bias ($V_{DS_{IRR}}$) during the irradiation are presented in Fig. 6 (a) for the 25 mΩ, 80 mΩ and 160 mΩ DUTs irradiated with $^{56}$Fe$^{+15}$, $^{88}$Kr$^{+22}$ and $^{131}$Xe$^{+35}$ (the results refer to one DUT for each case). The permanent increase of the drain leakage during the ion exposure was normalized by the fluence and the active area of the die, as described previously.

In general, at $V_{DS_{IRR}}$ values above the degradation threshold, the degradation rate increases with increasing $V_{DS_{IRR}}$. Focusing on the $^{131}$Xe$^{+35}$ results, there is a sudden change in the bias dependent trend of the degradation rate as observed in Fig 6 (a)
at 300 V. This suggests that there can be two different mechanisms depending on the $V_{DS_{irr}}$ as seen during the experiment. Moreover, approaching the SEB threshold at approximately 500 V [7], the dependence of the degradation rate on the LET becomes less distinctive.

Furthermore, the degradation rates for a die exposed to multiple consecutive runs and pristine die exposed only to a single run (as explained earlier) are at the same magnitude. Additionally, the same die tested as pristine at $V_{DS_{irr}} = 300$ V, were exposed for two more runs (at $V_{DS_{irr}} = 350$ V, 400 V for $^{131}$Xe$^{135}$ and $V_{DS_{irr}} = 370$ V for $^{56}$Fe$^{15}$). The results for these die with a shorter prior degradation history are again at the same magnitude as all the other results. This leads to the conclusion that the prior degradation does not affect the degradation rate. This observation could suggest that also the SEB threshold is not affected by the prior damage, however further studies are needed in order to verify the hypothesis.

A magnified view of the degradation rates for gate and drain leakage considering the LET variations for the 80 mΩ die is shown in Fig. 6 (b). A clear superimposition of the drain and the gate degradation is observed until $V_{DS_{irr}} = 300$ V, independently from the prior degradation. At $V_{DS_{irr}} \geq 350$ V, the gate degradation diverges from the drain response, showing a common behavior independent from the heavy ion LET.

![Fig. 6](image)

Fig. 6. (a) Rate of heavy ion induced increase in drain leakage current as a function of the drain-source bias during the irradiation. The results refer to a single DUT for the 25 mΩ, 80 mΩ and 160 mΩ. For the pristine 80 mΩ a different DUT was used for each irradiation. The short history 80 mΩ reports the results for the same DUTs exposed first as pristine at $V_{DS_{irr}} = 300$ V. (b) Magnified views of (a) considering heavy ion variation for the 80 mΩ die and comparison between the drain and the gate degradation rate.

At higher $V_{DS}$, the leakage path was observed to be mostly from drain to source, with a lower contribution of leakage from drain to gate. It was hypothesized that the leakage through the gate oxide generates a voltage drop sufficient to partially open the channel, setting the MOSFET in a condition of “partial on-state”, sufficient to allow the current flowing to the source.

![Fig. 7](image)

Fig. 7. Electrical equivalent for the heavy-ion induced current transport model in a degraded SiC power VD-MOSFET, valid at $V_{DS} < 100$ V.

At higher $V_{DS}$, the leakage path was observed to be mostly from drain to source, with a lower contribution of leakage from drain to gate. It was hypothesized that the leakage through the gate oxide generates a voltage drop sufficient to partially open the channel, setting the MOSFET in a condition of “partial on-state”, sufficient to allow the current flowing to the source.

IV. CURRENT TRANSPORT MODEL FOR HEAVY-ION DEGRADED SiC MOSFETS

A heavy ion strike can induce damage at the gate interface and create a leakage path through the oxide in the neck side. From the experimental results and from the electrical post-irradiation analysis, the heavy ion induced current path through the degraded device was schematized as follows.

At low $V_{DS}$ the current flows from drain to gate, exhibiting a linear dependence on the applied bias. Hence, the current voltage characteristics can be modeled by a simple resistor. This resistor can be considered to have two components $R_{ox}$ and $R_{epi}$ ($R_{epi} \ll R_{ox}$) that represent the oxide resistance and the epilayer resistance, respectively. The effect of temperature variation during operation was not considered for the estimation. Moreover, in a pristine device the oxide leakage current is negligible ($R_{ox} \sim \infty$), hence the leakage flows through the body resistance $R_{Body}$. As observed from the experimental results, this is not the case of a degraded device, concluding that:

\[
\begin{align*}
R_{ox} & \gg R_{Body} & \text{(pristine device)} \\
R_{Body} & \gg R_{ox} & \text{(degraded device)}
\end{align*}
\]

The electrical equivalent for the current transport is illustrated in Fig. 8 and is proposed to describe the heavy ion degraded device at $V_{DS} < 100$ V. The very small part of the channel that opens as a consequence of the radiation induced leakage in the gate is modelled with a MOSFET named RADMOS. The gate terminal of the RADMOS is controlled by the potential generated in the gate oxide of the DUT. The total
resistance of the gate was divided in $R_{ox1} + R_{ox2}$ in order to simulate the potential gradient inside the oxide. At sufficiently high current flowing in the gate oxide, the $V_{GS - RADMOS} > V_{th - RADMOS}$, the channel is partially opened and the currents start to flow to the source.

To confirm this hypothesis, fits for the $I_D$, $I_S$, $I_G$ measurements of the 80 mΩ device irradiated with $^{56}$Fe$^{+15}$, $^{82}$Kr$^{+22}$ and $^{131}$Xe$^{+35}$ were done. For $V_{DS} < 100$ V, it was confirmed that the $I_G$ follows a linear behavior (i.e. ohmic), while the $I_D$ and $I_S$ follow a quadratic behavior characteristic of a MOSFET in on state.

From the fit was found the following equation for $I_S$:

$$I_S = \frac{1}{2} K \left( \frac{V_{DS}}{B} - 2.6 \right)^2 (1 + AV_{DS})$$

where $B = (R_{ox1} + R_{ox2})/R_{ox2}$, $K$ is the transconductance and $\lambda = \frac{dL}{L}$ where $L$ is the channel length. The fits were done for all the DUTs and the parameters are listed in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ion</th>
<th>$R_{oxide}$ [Ω]</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>K [mS]</th>
<th>$\lambda$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$^{56}$Fe$^{+15}$</td>
<td>8.82 x 10$^9$</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>1.80 x 10$^{-7}$</td>
<td>1.16 x 10$^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{82}$Kr$^{+22}$</td>
<td>3.13 x 10$^8$</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>3.70 x 10$^{-7}$</td>
<td>3.24 x 10$^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{131}$Xe$^{+35}$</td>
<td>1.52 x 10$^8$</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>2.40 x 10$^{-7}$</td>
<td>1.21 x 10$^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An electrical model to describe the degraded device is proposed in Fig. 8 and it was used to perform simulations with the parameters extracted from the fit. For all the cases, $V_{th - RADMOS} = 2.6$ V was used as first approximation, which is the typical $V_{th}$ for the pristine device. The comparison between the measurements, the fit and the simulation results are reported in Fig. 9 for the DUTs exposed to $^{56}$Fe$^{+15}$ (a), $^{82}$Kr$^{+22}$ (b) and $^{131}$Xe$^{+35}$ (c) beams. For $V_{DS} < 100$ V, there is a very good agreement between the measurements, the fit and the electrical model proposed in Fig. 8. The results confirm the linear ohmic behavior for $I_D$ and the MOSFET behavior for $I_D$ and $I_S$ above the threshold voltage.

For $V_{DS} > 100$ V, another current transport mechanism, not fully explained by the model above, becomes dominant. The $I_D$ and $I_G$ start to follow an exponential behavior. A linear
dependency is observed between $I_D$ and $I_C$ currents, as visible in Fig 9 (d). The current amplifications, defined as $\beta$, are reported on the graph and they are dependent on the heavy ion induced degradation. However, the current amplifications measured do not involve the parasitic n-p-n BJT typically associated with the SEB in power MOSFETs [7].

Although a detailed discussion of the SEB mechanisms is beyond the scope of the present article and the focus of the work is on the non-destructive degradation region, this secondary transistor observed in the sub-region of the SEB is different from the parasitic BJT described in the literature. However, the current amplification observed at $V_{DS} > 100 \text{ V}$, could bring some suggestions on the description of the SEB phenomenon.

Finally, it has to be noticed that the observed charge transport mechanisms in ion-degraded SiC MOSFETs are different from those in SiC Schottky power diodes [21]. Indeed, in the case of ion-degraded SiC Schottky diodes, the charge transport is governed by the space charge limited current.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The ion-induced damage in the SiC power MOSFETs depends on the LET and the drain-source bias during the exposure. For all the DUTs, permanent increase in drain and gate leakage currents and degradation of the blocking capability were observed. Although no $V_D$ shift was observed in the DUTs, the gate oxide was strongly affected in all the cases, and it was already damaged after the irradiation at $V_{DS} = 300 \text{ V}$, 200 V and 120 V respectively with $^{56}\text{Fe}^{15}$, $^{82}\text{Kr}^{12}$ and $^{131}\text{Xe}^{135}$.

The results show that the ion-induced leakage path during the irradiation is from drain to gate when the irradiation bias is below 350 V. Above this bias voltage, the leakage current is divided between drain-gate and drain-source paths. Moreover, within the region studied ($300 \leq V_{DS} \leq 350 \text{ V}$), the leakage current path and the gate and drain degradation rate were observed to be independent on the prior degradation.

An electrical model is proposed to explain the current transport in the degraded SiC power MOSFETs. A current control phenomenon is described, leading first to the activation of the secondary MOSFET induced by radiation in the channel area (RADMOS) then, at $V_{DS} > 100 \text{ V}$, to an exponential behavior, with a linear dependence between $I_D$ and $I_C$ currents.

The mechanisms described here do not involve the parasitic n-p-n BJT, the intrinsic part of the device typically associated with catastrophic SEB in power MOSFETs [7]. However, the radiation induced secondary transistor as in the model proposed in this work, could bring some hints on the description of the SEB physical mechanisms.

Moreover, the charge transport model proposed for SiC power MOSFETs is also different from the one previously observed in SiC Schottky power diodes, where the charge transport is governed by the space charge limited current.
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